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MMDC’s TAC ATIP Outreach Meeting 
March 17, 2022 

 
 
TAC Members Present- Phil Schmalz (Meeker County Engineer), Duwayne Underthun (Kandiyohi 
Townships), John Brunkhorst (Mcleod County Engineer), Mel Odens (Kandiyohi County Engineer), Jeff 
Marlowe (Renville County Engineer), Megan DeSchepper (MnDOT District 8 Planner), Kent Exner 
(Hutchinson City Engineer), John Rodeberg (Glencoe City Engineer), Lorallen Schmeling (Meeker 
Townships) and Kyle Ten Napel (MMDC Transportation Planner), Eric Day (MMDC Executive Director).  
 

ATIP questions/discussion  
Megan DeSchepper presented region 6e’s ATIP projects and the following comments/questions were 
asked: 

• (Hwy 212 High Tension Barrier Installation) John Brunkhorst asked if the high-tension barriers 
being installed on Highway 212 were funded with HSIP dollars. Megan DeSchepper clarified that 
HSIP dollars will be used for this project and that the project was recently added to the ATIP. 
Lorallen Schmeling asked if this project would require a detour or one lane traffic control. 
Megan stated that she was unsure of detour plans and will get an answer following the meeting. 
John Brunkhorst stated that these types of projects typically only require closing one lane while 
construction is completed. 

o As follow up to the question, after the meeting Megan verified with the D8 Traffic Office 
that no detour would be needed, this would be constructed with lane closure as 
needed. 

• John Brunkhorst commented about a Highway 7/Omega Avenue intersection that was not 
selected HSIP dollars at the latest solicitation.  John wanted to encourage future HSIP funding 
for this project with recent accidents occurring.  

o After the meeting Megan mentioned the concerns regarding this location for HSIP 
funding to the D8 Traffic Office.  Their response was that this will continue to be a 
priority for HSIP applications.  Next year will be the 2027 solicitation, which lines up with 
the 2027 cold in place recycle (CPR) project for this segment of highway.  If it isn’t 
selected for HSIP the District will have to determine if can be included with the 2027 
CPR using District funding instead of HSIP. 

• (MN 15 Reclaim and Overlay) Kent Exner stated that a passing lane study was conducted on this 
route and identified potential locations for new passing lanes. Kent asked if these passing lane 
projects were considered for the ATIP. Megan stated that she was unsure if these projects were 
considered for future funding. Kent reiterated that with the scheduled reclaim and overlay, it 
would be the best time to pair the project with the passing lanes.  

o This comment is noted by D8, and funding constraints was the reasoning why it was 
excluded from the 2023 project.  Perhaps passing lanes could be considered once we 
know more about the new IIJA funding.   

 
Functional Classification Change (County Road 85) Discussion 

• Kyle Ten Napel introduced that MnDOT wants to make a change in the functional classification 
system on County Road 85 southeast of Winstead, Mn. This change would upgrade County Road 
85 from a local road to a minor collector.  
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• John Brunkhorst reiterated that this change was initiated by MnDOT central office and would 
align with the minor collector class east of the Carver County border line. John also stated that 
they do not have any future plans for County Road 85 but it does access the adjacent lake and 
county park, so a minor collector classification would be appropriate.  

• Kyle Ten Napel conducted a vote for the classification change and was unanimously voted to 
approve (8 yes to 0 no). 

• Megan stated that the functional classification change would have to be approved by the MMDC 
commission board and form signatures. Eric Day suggested that we have it approved during our 
April 6th board meeting.  

 

 
Open Discussion 

• Mel Odens asked Kyle Ten Napel if we provided functional class maps on an annual basis or is 
the material available online. Kyle stated that he would provide material related to functional 
class as needed. John Brunkhorst echoed Mel’s comment about wanting this material as well.  

• Eric Day wanted to make the TAC aware of the recent public outreach efforts on the Highway 23 
J-turn by New London and the Highway 212 lane rework project through Willmar.  John 
Brunkhorst stated the Highway 23 J-turn delay was unfortunate and he would like to see this 
project be completed in the future. Eric asked if it was possible to lower the speed limit in the 
area until the project is complete. Mel Odens answered that central office does not want to 
entertain the idea of a speed limit change. Mel also stated that the speed limit changes about 4 
times in 5 miles. He thinks if a decision to make speed more consistent throughout the area, it 
would help with safety.  

• Kent Exner asked John Rodeberg if there has been any discussion on highway 22 road 
improvements. John stated that despite the county’s efforts on improving the Highway 22 
corridor, no progress has been made but has been addressed in the City of Glencoe 
Comprehensive Plan. John Brunkhorst stated it would be beneficial to wait and see how traffic is 
affected with future projects scheduled in the area. He also stated that the discussion regarding 
Highway 22 and Highway 212 through Glencoe should be documented in a plan for future use.  

o As follow-up to this comment D8 programmed the intersection projects over the next 
few years as a result of the recent Glencoe Transportation Study.  The re-route of TH 22 
has not been considered further since the study and the district plans to monitor how 
the Morningside connection impacts traffic patterns in the Glencoe Area. 

• Kyle Ten Napel stated that planning is being done on the Glacial Ridge scenic byway and future 
road projects will be identified. Kyle asked the group if they could provide any ideas of future 
road projects along the byway.  

• John Brunkhorst asked if there were any TAP projects funded within our region. Kyle Ten Napel 
answered that no projects were funded within Region 6e but two projects were funded in 
Marshall and Montevideo.  


